Babywearing collection

About Liliputi®
We have deeply committed to babywearing. Being close to the
parental body provides the growing child with the feeling of safety,
it strengthens the relationship, and supports physical and mental
health in all kinds of everyday situations. We strongly believe that
with our products, we have the chance to contribute to the development of a healthier generation which is more open to human
relations and to the love and respect of life.
High quality from the heart of Europe
Each of our products is made in our small manufactory situated in
the middle of Europe, in one of the most beautiful national parks in
Hungary. All the carriers, coats, bags and accessories are made
according our own designs or with the involvement of talented
European designers, using raw materials of highest quality and most
certified organic textiles. We aspire to reach perfection in every
aspect and use handwork whenever possible. This guarantees that
we comply with all EU standards at the highest level, moreover we
preferably overfulfil, improving both the yield and environment
protection.

Soft Baby Carriers
...are made of high quality organic cotton fabrics free of harmful
substances. They are ergonomic and cleanly designed. Due to the
optimal weight distribution, you can wear your baby with this carrier
comfortably for a long time even for long excursions.
For back, front and hip carry
The Soft Baby Carrier is recommended from birth, with the special
infant insert for front carry and it is suitable without upper age/weight
limit for back carry from the age of 6 months. A removable sleeping
hood supports the head of the baby while sleeping. With the help of
a buckle you can put the carrier on and take it off quickly, while
adjustable straps allow you to fit it your shape. If you do not need it,
you can just fold it to a small size, it weighs less than half a kilo.
Orthopedically recommended
Unlike most commercial carriers which focus the baby’s weight onto a
small and very sensitive part of the body, in a Liliputi® Soft Baby Carrier
the baby sits on his whole botty which is more comfortable, safer and
much healthier. What is more, the wide straddle position provides a
gentle and optimal prevention or even cure for hip dysplasia.

Mei-Tai Baby Carriers
Mei Tais are traditional baby carriers that originate in Asia. The
modern Mei-Tais, however, have been adapted to our days and
were transformed to satisfy the requirements of our Western lifestyle.
The body part is modeled to fit the baby's shape. Our Mei-Tais are
made of organic cotton of various colours and patterns so that
you may find the one that best fits your style. Due to their padded
straps, Mei-Tais remain comfortable even for longer use. We would
say that Mei-Tais are somewhere between baby wraps and
ergonomic soft baby carriers. It is easier to tie a Mei-Tai than a
wrap, but you still have the feeling of carrying your child in a
traditional way which is a common demand for baby carriers.
This carrier allows you to wear your baby in front and back carry
positions. You can learn for the first time how to tie it, and not much
practice is needed to wear your baby confidently and freely.
We recommend Mei-Tais from the age of 3-4 months, since from
this time it is comfortable and safe both for the carrier and the
baby. There is no really upper age/weight limit, as long as the child
needs to be carried, Mei-Tai is a comfortable solution for everyone.

Steretchy Wrap Baby Carriers
For small and newborn babies the most comfortable carrier is
obviously the stretchy wrap. The wrap creates similar conditions to
those the baby was used to in Mum’s belly for 9 months. It supports
the baby softly, flexibly and safely.
The stretchy wrap provides an optimal distribution of weight since it
weighs equally on the back, on the shoulders and on the hips. It is
highly comfortable both for the baby and the mummy.
Liliputi® Stretchy Wrap is extremely versatile and fits perfectly to any
body type. No matter if you are short or tall, broad or narrow
shouldered, you can find equally comfortable ways of tying the
wrap. In the family both Mummy and Daddy can wear it, this is the
best solution for everyone. The tapered ends of the wrap make it
easy to tie and afford an extra comfort due to the lack of redundant
fabric. The fabric of the wrap is 100% safe, Öko-tex certified)
The wrap is 5 meters long so it is easy to tie either in case of back,
front or hip carry. Due to the attached detailed guide on the tying
methods, it takes no time to get familiar with the carrier.

Ring Sling Baby Carriers
The Liliputi® Ring Sling is the most practical accessory for the
everydays and elegant to wear even on any event. We recommend
this carrier for shorter trips and for travelling when quick and easy
use is important. One of its greatest advantage is that it is not
necessary to unfasten the carrier to handle or to take your baby out.
This Ring Sling is suitable for front and hip carry. This way the baby
will love to watching the World with you. The sling is your best friend
while breastfeeding...
The Liliputi® sling’s orthopedical design provides your baby with
perfect position for ideal development of back, hip and knees and
it is and it is also a great comfort for the baby.
Its resistant but light materials will provide you with safety and
comfort at the same time. We used GOTS certified organic cotton
for this carrier as well, in order to provide maximum safety for your
little one, and also due to environmental responsibility.
This carrier can be used from 3.5 kg up to 15 kg.

Mama Coat
Liliputi® Mama Coat is a 3 in 1 SoftShell babywearing and maternity
coat. You can wear it with a baby carrier during front or back
carry, with a maternity inlay while you are pregnant or you can
wear it just like any other coat. In any case it is comfy, practical
and looks very very pretty. Our coats, designed by a renowned
Hungarian designer, form one collection with our carriers, bags
and other accessories, but may you combine them with any other
carrier, you can be sure that the success will come…
As always, we used the highest quality materials available for all
parts of the coat. The exterior is a waterproof windproof and
breathing SoftShell fabric, the lining is warm and breathing microfleece.
The coat is openable along the sides for easier dressing, there
is detachable hood for mum and also a separate hood and neckwarmer available for the baby. Lockable pockets, retractable
baby leg space and, many other innovative ideas we mixed into
this coat, that makes babywearing fun, even in the cold days.
There are 4+4 original designs in harmony with the other pieces of
the Liliputi® Rainbow Collection.

Babywearing Accessories
Complete your baby carrier with one of the following Liliputi®
babywearing accessories, matching your favorite baby carrier...
Liliputi® Mama Bag & Mama Pocket Belt
Our 3 in 1 function (shoulder bag, side bag and backpack) Mama
Bags and the stylish Mama Pocket Belts are optimal accessories for
babywearing, designed by renowned designer. Both type of bags
are equipped with numerous features for satisfying mothers needs.
Liliputi® Baby Changing Pad
Baby changing on your way, is not always easy. But with this mobile
changing pad, your task will be real fun :) Everything that you need
while changing your little one will find a place in its numerous
pockets. Above all, it perfectly fits the Mama Bag.
The Liliputi® Babywearing Booties
...keep the tiny feet warm while they rest in the baby carrer, thanks
to their waterproof, windproof and breathing SoftShell outer fabric
and Micro-polar lining, which enables them to cope with even
extreme weather conditions...

